
TERMS & 

CONDITIONS 2021
 

MODIFICATIONS /ORDER CANCELLATION

 

Customers may cancel/modify their order up to 24 hours

after having submitted their order. Any requests to

cancel/modify an order beyond that grace period will not

be accepted. Please contact us at

accounts@theurbanative.com and we will modify the order

or cancel it and issue a refund.

 

REFUNDS AND EXCHANGES 

 

Upon delivery, please inspect your order to determine that

the products are not damaged, free of defects, in good

working order and that the items delivered correspond

with the specifications of your order. By signing the

delivery note you acknowledge that the product recieved

adheres to the above mentioned conditions. If the above

conditions are not met or the reasonably expected type,

colour, other specification details of the order are not

inline with your order, the following will apply.

 

Customers may return goods (not customised) within 7

days of receiving their order, in exchange for a store

credit, minus a 20% cancellation fee. Credits are valid for

one year as of day of issue. Depending on the reason for

refund/exchange/return request please call us at

+27115687490 or drop us an email at

accounts@theurbanative.com, Monday through Friday, 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. (CAT) .
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In the case of a return the product must be in its original

packaging, unused, in the same resalable condition as

upon delivery and in good working order. We reserve the

right to inspect the product upon its return to determine

that it does not violate the conditions of the return

policy. The customer is responsible for the cost of

shipping.

 

TheUrbanative reserves the right not to accept a return

if the product does not abide to the above conditions

and has been customised.

 

DAMAGES / FAULTY PRODUCTS

 

Please examine the condition of the box your order

came in on receipt of your delivery. Should you receive a

package in a damaged condition, claims for damage

will be made against the carrier immediately.

  

In the unlikely event of a manufacturing defect, the issue

must be reported via email accounts@theurbanative.com

within 24 hours of receipt of goods, accompanied by

photo documentation to support a replacement claim. If

the product is confirmed defective, the damaged piece

must be returned to us  in its original packaging and we

will send a replacement. We will arrange transportation.

 

If it is found that the product is not defective and/or

violates any conditions stated in the warranty, the client

will be held liable for the cost of transport incurred to

transport the production for inspection.  Upon

confirmation that the product is not defective or that

the conditions in the warranty have been violated, we

can also offer the client the service of quoting to repair

the product. The client will be held liable for the cost

upon acceptance of a quote for the repair work and/or

the charges of having the product redelivered to you.

 

This also includes products that were ordered in the

incorrect sizes, materials and finishes.
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WARRANTEE

 

All of our goods range depending on the product are

warrantee for workmanship and not material warrantee.

This warantee covers damage or defects incurred through

poor workmanship. It excludes any damage resulting from

accident, damage during transportation, misuse, abuse, or

negligence. Defect claims must be brought to our attention

via email accounts@theurbanative.com accompanied by

photo documentation. 

 

TheUrbanative reserves the right to subject the claim to an

inspection. If the product is confirmed defective, we will

send a replacement. The cost of shipping will be absorbed

by TheUrbanative.

 

ORDER SHIPPING

 

If we have your ordered pieces in stock, these will be

delivered to you within a week.  Items not in stock and still

to be manufactured will be delivered within 4-6 weeks,

whilst all custom orders will have a leadtime of 6-8 weeks. 

 

We ship with Star Express for South Africa and GMA

Logistics for the rest of the world and all good are insured

with our couriers during delivery. If you are outside of South

Africa, please contact us at accounts@theurbanative.com

and we will provide you with a quote for shipping in your

area or we will direct you to our agent in your country. If

you require a faster service, please also contact us at

accounts@theurbanative and we will arrange for faster

delivery (additional charges will be applied.)

 

DUTIES AND TAXES

 

For shipments outside South Africa to the United States,

Europe, Australia, Asia & other parts of the world duties

and taxes are not included in the order price. Customers

will be invoiced separately by the carrier if duties and

taxes are applicable.
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COPYRIGHT

 

All rights, including images, design, concepts and copy

are owned by TheUrbanative PTY (LTD) . This includes any

3ds/drawings/ designs/ concepts sent by email from

TheUrbanative, receipt of our emails along with their

contents constitutes acceptance of the intellectual

property terms  and do not any way act as permission for

reproduction of any work unless otherwise stated.

 

PRIVACY

 

We are committed to protecting and respecting the

privacy of our customers and web site visitors. For that

reason we have taken, and will continue to take, measures

that protect the personal information of our clients.

 

RIGHTS RESERVED

 

TheUrbanative reserves the right to change these terms

and conditions at any time without prior notice. In the

event that any changes are made, the revised terms and

conditions shall be posted on this website immediately.

 

MEDIA

 

DESIGN STUDIOS NEEDING 3D MODELS

 

If you are a professional seeking to specify some of our

products, we will happily supply you with  3D'S and spec

sheets of our products . Please send us a mail at

hello@theurbanative.com with a list of the products you

are interested in using. We will provide you with a

compatible files for your project.

 

IMAGES FOR PUBLICATIONS/DESIGN PROPOSALS

 

Please drop us an email at hello@theurbanative.com with

your request and we will send through the images you

need.

Haven't found an answer to your question?

send us an email at hello@theurbanative.com and we will

assist with any further questions.
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